Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic Forces.

The enemy as we have stated, they are attacking any and all information that is against them. Satan’s Library got shot down earlier today. We are doing everything in our power to get it back in track. As I have told you again and again, SALVAGE EVERYTHING. Don't wait for the day that all this may be no more, which I want to believe will never come. The enemy is very afraid and they will keep doing these acts until either us or them eventually succumb.

They don't want want you to have any rights, any reasons to live, they want you to suffer in ignorance, now and for all eternity. This is a fact. If you see all others who are supposedly "against" them, they have it for free, while our webpages are attacked all the time, dragged down and even worse. The Joy of Satan library was getting millions of hits. This is a reason why the enemy dragged this down and this was an intended move. Certainly, the enemy is afraid.


Salvage EVERYTHING, in all languages. Burn to discs, store in USB drives, print, do whatever there is possible, plant even CD's in forests, mountains, cities, wherever else or whatever else that is safe and legal can be done. This includes the Joy of Satan website and everything else. Unless the Truth is protected and fought for, it will cease to exist, same with Satan's knowledge which has the aim to free Humanity from these oppressive dictators who just attack anything that is against their will.

As you can see there is only "democracy" and "freedom of speech" only as far as the enemy isn't exposed. It's just a means for them to protect themselves and this is going to go extinct in most countries as the enemy hears the ticking of the clock, the more people know about them. The enemy has zero respect for *any* of your rights, even your rights to exist as a biological entity. Meanwhile all these "Zionists" (there are no "Zionists" but just all jews that lead the rest while they follow) and "pro jewish" supremacists are roaming freely around and dictating all they want to dictate, doing anything they want done, part of which is destroying everything that reveals the issue about their "Race". Because of course they are innocent that is? NO.

But they are being revealed. When this happens, all this goes out the window and they reveal to the world what racial mafia they are. You won't be excluded from their plans, neither anyone else. They are holding tabs on anyone, anyway. Even those who were "interested" or "happened" to be around won't be spared, same as anyone who is "suspicious" of this. It's either, or. You go on full throttle, or you will
die first. That's the only way to go for most people. And ignorance is not bliss, for the chickens who don't know the truth get slaughtered first.

This life the enemy has made it seem to many people (mostly Westerners) that everything is going to be OK and that the bad times are on our past. Wrong. They are here, things happen that most people cannot even imagine and unless everyone fights back, people will wake up in one morning and see everything going to ruins, just as fast as a lightning strike. And no, you won't have a chance to ever reverse this, for if we reach that point, everything will be gone FOREVER. This is how it always happens in history. You either wake up early, or you just die early enough. Things are like that and history does not "forgive".

Choose to take a stand NOW. Fight until the bitter end. If everyone does this, we shall be crowned Victorious. If you do not, then expect us and the world to go down. It's never impossible.

We Satanists are born to either do the impossible, or extinct. It's either the eternal heavens that we will exist in, or drown into the eternal abyss…

https://youtu.be/A3mIs4eZH Zw

You can also download and distribute the above video.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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